12/11/06
Today we worked on absolutely nothing. But it was great! Expect good things to
come in the future!

1/30/07
Raspberry has just finished story boarding, and with the great shooting schedule
we are excited and ready to begin to shooting the movie. Movie preparation was a
lot of work but with great script and an even better director this should be a great
project.

2/06/07
Question of the day: widescreen or not? Second question of the day: fog or cloud?
Either way, we just got a BTW... it was scary. And now we’re off to be in
ANOTHER MOVIE. We’re so wanted. Raspberry equals your life.

2/26/07
Raspberry is back from Vacation and ready to get back to work. Before the break
we shot a few smaller scenes, so this week we&#x2019;re going to shoot some
bigger scenes so editing can really get started. We&#x2019;ve had some stellar
performances by Dan, Brian, and Mike so far and we can&#x2019;t wait to see
what they do next.

3/2/07
Minutes after the Best Picture award was announced last May, Amy and Kari came up to me and declared that next year
they would win in 2007. They worked all summer on their screenplay with tremendous results. They crafted a very fun and
clever script but a very ambitious one too. Many of their scenes require elaborate costumes and art direction. If there is any
crew that can pull this screenplay off, it is Raspberry. Nevertheless, they have been troubled early on with scheduling
conflicts. The little footage they have looks good, but they have a long way to go. In the end, it will come down to how well
they can pull off the bigger scenes (with or without fog!). The Buzz has always been high around this film, but lately they’ve
seen the emergence of other production teams just as determined as they are to win this year. -Mr. Alan

3/12/07
Today during school we finally got to edit the Halloween dance scene that we shot last Wednesday. It
came out GREAT, especially since we used Mike’s musical masterpiece for the background. Watch out
for this scene, it’s an award winner. After school we shot the chase scene after the dance. It was going
really well until Dan twisted his ankle. (He doesn’t like running up stairs...) But we got everything we
needed and are ready to edit it. Expect good things for the rest of the week!

3/19/07
Raspberry had a productive week. Dan finished filming his scenes after school,
and we finished a majority of the motion picture’s haunted hallway scenes. We
have started working with Mr. Jean, and he has done an excellent job so far.
Unfortunately from here on in we will be without Dan and Melissa after school.
Hopefully we will continue working well and getting great footage!

3/22/07
Raspberry had a productive week. Dan finished filming his scenes after school,
and we finished a majority of the motion picture’s haunted hallway scenes. We
have started working with Mr. Jean, and he has done an excellent job so far.
Unfortunately from here on in we will be without Dan and Melissa after school.
Hopefully we will continue working well and getting great footage!

5/21/07
How can we sum up our experience this year? It was, like everything Razz does, pretty amazing. The movie itself came out
better than we could’ve ever imagined. We took a fairly mediocre idea (kidding!) and made it truly unique. Even after the
final draft was written, our script evolved every day based on the constant effort of our wonderful crew. In the end, it came
out completely differently than we first imagined. We wouldn’t have it any other way. As for our crew, words cannot express
our gratitude for all the work everybody did to make this movie happen. Yes, it was an ambitious (nearly impossible) script.
But without the dedication of our crew-- Melissa, Mike, Brian, Dan, Brooke-- none of this could have taken shape. One last
thought- We want to thank Mr. Alan for all of the work he put into this film. Really, we can’t even believe that we actually
made this work and none of it could have happened without his help. Hope you all enjoyed the movie! -Kari and Amy
Raspberry = Your Life. Peach stop reading this.

12/20/07
Dear Loyal Fans, We know that so many people are reading this... so this is to appease the roaring fans. Yes. The rumors are true...
Razz is back at WHS..... weeelll.... for winter break. First off, we just want to say that the fruits this year are FABRICATED. Guava is
not a fruit, gooseberry doesn’t exist, and what is a kumquat?! I mean it’s like cactus fruit all over again! Why doesn’t somebody use
grape? Next. Walpole High is just not the same without us. We can already tell that the school has become a brighter place since we
got back 1 hour ago. Really, we’re great. Also, Mr. Alan has informed us that he recently purchased an ice cream maker and that his
favorite flavor was Peach mixed with Raspberry Fudge! PEACHBERRY! How great! FURTHERMORE, some discouraging news for all
you alumni out there (still reading our blog!)... Alan has decided that we need to take a one year hiatus before joining the esteemed
Academy. What?! All those opposed please write an angry email to &lt;a href="mailto:michaelalan@whsfilmfestival.com"
michaelalan@whsfilmfestival.com. You know we will. Finally, we can’t believe filming has already started for the festival. Seems like
just yesterday we were here being awesome. The films this year are going to be great and we can’t wait to see what the small people
come up with. Still, it’s no Razz. And you all miss us. You know you love us, xoxo Razz (Amy and Kari) Stop reading our blog
Peach/Tomato/Gooseberry

1/09/08
Hello! Us again! How are you? We’re just GREAT!!! Everything is continuing to
come out in roses! Kari made brownies! Amy brought iced tea! For herself! How
great! Don’t even pretend you don’t love that we keep updating our blog. The
better question is, why are you still reading it? BECAUSE YOU LOVE US! xoxo
RAZZ (Amy and Kari)

